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The spatial organization of the cell nucleus plays a fundamen-
tal role in genome function and maintenance (Misteli, 2007;   
Rajapakse and Groudine, 2011). Within the nuclear environment, 
which is characterized by a lack of membranes, chromosomes 
occupy specific nonrandom territories decorated by a variety of 
functionally distinct nuclear bodies (Zhao et al., 2009). Nuclear 
bodies are highly dynamic structures, whose components can 
rapidly exchange with the surrounding nucleoplasm. The molecu-
lar mechanisms of how nuclear bodies form and maintain their 
structural integrity are still poorly understood. More specifi-
cally, little is known about what triggers the formation of a nu-
clear body and how different assembly stages are orchestrated.
Two fundamentally different models of nuclear body for-
mation have been considered (Dundr and Misteli, 2010). In one, 
referred to as the ordered assembly model, a nuclear body forms 
by a highly controlled series of sequential steps that follow an 
initial seeding event involving a very limited number of differ-
ent molecules. Alternatively, a stochastic self-organization as-
sembly model posits that a nuclear body is built by random, 
transient  low  affinity  interactions  of  individual  components 
without a strict hierarchical order of assembly. According to the 
self-organization model, any of the components of a nuclear 
body can initiate its formation. Strong evidence for this latter 
mode of assembly came from studies using an experimental   
assay to probe the assembly of the Cajal body (Kaiser et al., 2008), 
a nuclear body involved in the biogenesis and recycling of many 
small nuclear RNAs (Nizami et al., 2010). In these experiments, 
the authors tethered individual Cajal body components to an 
engineered random site in chromatin in living cells. Using this 
approach, they demonstrated that any Cajal body component 
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can initiate the formation of the entire nuclear body, suggesting 
that, in line with self-organization, the order of component as-
sembly is not important for Cajal body formation.
A critical step in nuclear body formation is the initial   
nucleation event that serves to immobilize critical components 
to provide a seeding platform to trigger recruitment and reten-
tion of building blocks. What might physiological seeding 
events be? It has been observed that several nuclear bodies form 
at sites of transcription (Matera et al., 2009), raising the intrigu-
ing possibility that RNAs may serve as physiological seeding 
agents. Two recent studies have shed light on the role of RNA in 
nuclear body formation, indicating that coding and noncoding 
RNAs indeed act as a structural element in their biogenesis. 
Shevtsov and Dundr (2011) and Mao et al. (2011) provided evi-
dence, using different experimental approaches, that nuclear 
body–specific RNAs are sufficient to initiate the formation of 
nuclear bodies with which they are physiologically associated. 
Shevtsov and Dundr (2011) tethered coding histone H2b or 
-globin pre-mRNAs or the noncoding NEAT1 or SatIII RNAs 
to an engineered locus in the genome in living cells; this led to 
de novo nucleation of the histone locus body (HLB) with the 
associated Cajal body, nuclear speckle, paraspeckle, and nuclear 
stress bodies, respectively, at these tethering sites. Mao et al. 
(2011) on the other hand visualized de novo formation of para-
speckles by inducing transcription of noncoding RNA Men / 
(NEAT1  in  humans),  which  provides  the  crucial  structural 
framework for paraspeckle assembly (Chen and Carmichael, 
2009; Clemson et al., 2009; Sasaki et al., 2009; Sunwoo et al., 
2009). These results strongly suggest that RNA transcripts may 
act as a seeding scaffold to attract and retain RNA-associated 
components from a soluble nucleoplasmic pool, leading to the 
formation of specific nuclear bodies. RNA-mediated seeding of 
nuclear bodies is consistent with recent findings by Brody et al. 
(2011)  indicating  that  splicing—and  likely  other  pre-mRNA 
processing steps—can occur while transcripts are still attached 
to RNA polymerase II, even after they reach the termination 
stage. This suggests that when transcription is completed, but 
splicing has not been, the splicing machinery is retained at the 
site of transcription. This raises the interesting possibility that 
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nuclear bodies may preferentially form around highly active 
gene loci with accumulated unprocessed transcripts that act as a 
seed for a nuclear body to speed up the pre-mRNA processing.
The study by White et al. (in this issue) now further high-
lights the involvement of a seeding step and random events in nu-
clear body formation. The authors performed an extensive analysis 
of the mechanism of assembly of the HLB, an evolutionarily con-
served nuclear body associated with replication-dependent histone 
genes (Nizami et al., 2010). Using a genome-wide RNAi screen 
and proteomic analysis in Drosophila melanogaster, they identi-
fied histone transcription and pre-mRNA–processing factors Mxc 
(the Drosophila orthologue of mammalian NPAT) and FLASH as 
essential components for HLB formation. In addition, they found 
the transcription elongation factor Spt6 and the functionally un-
characterized Mute protein as new HLB components. They also 
demonstrated that Mxc is a substrate of cyclin E/Cdk2 kinase, 
which regulates G1/S transition, and its phosphorylation is respon-
sible for Mute and Spt6 recruitment to HLB. Importantly, they find 
that Mxc and FLASH first colocalize into foci resembling the 
HLB during syncytial nuclear cycle 10 of Drosophila early em-
bryos. However, these structures are not fully assembled HLBs, as 
they lack various components. Only in the next nuclear cycle, 
when zygotic histone gene expression begins, do fully functional 
HLBs containing Mxc/FLASH/Mute/U7 small nuclear RNP form. 
Thus, the authors conclude that foci containing Mxc and FLASH 
represent an early step in HLB assembly that serves as a seeding 
agent for the subsequent recruitment of other HLB components.
These observations highlight key aspects of nuclear body 
biogenesis and lead to a unifying model. The tethering experiment 
on the formation of Cajal bodies showed that a nuclear body can 
form by self-organization regardless of which components initiate 
the assembly. If nuclear body assembly required a strictly hier-
archical order of components, tethering experiments could not 
work. Thus, this approach conclusively characterizes a fundamental 
property of nuclear structure formation, i.e., the contribution of 
self-organization to nuclear body assembly. However, the data by 
White et al. (2011) strongly emphasize the fact that not all events 
involved in nuclear body formation are random. In agreement with 
other experimental approaches, such as those performed by Mao   
et al. (2011), White et al. (2011) demonstrate that in a physiological 
situation, a seeding event plays a key role in initiating the assembly 
process. In the case of HLBs, the histone gene expression factors 
Mxc and FLASH recognize the histone gene cluster, and upon its 
activation, they act as a seed to initiate the random recruitment of 
other factors. For paraspeckles, the NEAT1 RNA appears to act as 
a seeding agent. Collectively, the data suggest that the most likely 
model for nuclear body formation is a hybrid model (Fig. 1), in 
which assembly of a nuclear body is triggered by an initial seeding 
event, which is nonrandom and driven by a biological process, such 
as transcription. Thus, seeding often involves RNA. Specific pro-
teins may then bind to this seed, but these subsequent nuclear body 
assembly steps may occur in a largely random and self-organized 
fashion. This model should be useful to now uncover the full inter-
action network required to form a nuclear body.
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Figure 1.  The two-step hybrid seeding model of nuclear body forma-
tion. In the first step, nonrandom, biologically determined RNAs (or pro-
teins bound to the template) act as a seed. In the subsequent step, nuclear 
body (NB) formation is driven by random and stochastic self-organiza-
tion. Pol II, RNA polymerase II.